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I. Introduction 

Perhaps nothing has generated l!Dre a=:ilrony, or been less well 

understood, than the dual teaching of underlying the phelorencn 

of so-called "caste". Few aspects of Hilrlu have been so 

little understood, yet so widely discussed as if they were, than tlti.s 

teaching. Largely because, in stlrlying the social ji1enatenon roundly 

called "caste", scholars have s.itrply assurced they also were studying this 

teaching. 

'lhi.s sears especially true of Western social scientists; but, 

not only. And many Hindus, in failing to think quite far enough, and 

succurreing, perhaps, to the fear of the entlarrassing prospect of having 

to E!l1brace a systan accused of fathering atrocities - the social evils 

supp:Jsedly associated with "caste" - have taken 'What to them seans the 

only way out. Rather than abandon Hinduism because of their limited 

views an this teaching, and its links with what they then see Hinduism as -

as many Buddhist converts, and not a few Christian ones, have done (indeed, 

the Christian missions have saretines traded quite sha!relessly on their 

inadequacies of uOOe.rstanding in these areas) -, they have chosen rather, 

the path of abandcning the teaching. have chosen to claim 

it no part of Hindu ortOOdoxy, but rather a very ll1llCh later, too deeply-

foreign acx::retian. Rather than abandon Hinduism because of a loathing 

for "caste", they choose to abandon "caste", because of their love for 

Hinduism. 
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But this nove is wholly untenable, if orthodoxy is what you wish 

to preserve (and you may not): as unmistakable references to this 

teaching are,- though nonetheless to l..e found in the earliest literatures, 

and no grounds whatever exis-c fer holding than later a=retions. Perhaps 

the rrost significant of these references is, oddly, one of the nost 

ignored - 1:4:11-15. 'Ihls passage expresses what I 'NOUld 

argue unmistakably to be the orthodox Hindu understanding in a 

rrost succinct and brilliant fashion. 'lhis is the teaching that 

are "splendoored fonns" (Sreyo-r\ipas} of brought forth as 

archetypal principles before all visible manifestation. lis such, they, 

unlike jatis, are not things that creatures have, or are. 

But this fascinating, largely ignored passage 

demands lengthy treatnent in its own right. I have done this in a chapter 

of a J:ook still languishing for a press. I will not do this here, and 

rrerely plead with the reader to study this passage for himself, to better 

understand what little else I will say I must reluctantly 

isolate attention in this piece to fiti, the term I consider truly 

advertinq to "caste", as sarething people have, or are. 

II. Gandhi, and the Central Dist.inction 

is in my opinion inherent in human nature; and 

Hinduism has si.nply reduced it to a science". 

'Ihese are the words of a man who spent rrost of his adult years 

forcefully carbating what he viewed as the evil of "caste" - Mahatlna 

Gandhi. HeM could he, of all people, speak so laudably, then of 

'!be reason, I suggest, is because he saw a distinction many before and 

since him have missed - beo.een as an aspect of Hindu rretaphysic, 

and that aspect of Indian society called "caste", often supposed to 
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reflect this netaphysic. But there are three things here, which ...e JTUSt 

distinguish at the start: for I will be talking only of the first 0.0, 

and only by the way of the third. 

Firstly, the netaphysical teaching of archetypal principles, pre-

figuring any ideal c:atmmity; secondly, the manner in which these 

principles should be reflected, ideally, in society; and, thirdly, the 

manner in which this teaching, attenuated and ;ningled with nany other 

alien and fXJlluting things, reflected, socially, in that 

cluster of institutions Sociologists, for instance, call "caste". I 

will use the to narre principles expressed by the teaching 

in its first e."<Pr85sion; "jati", to speak of the birth-caste phencmenon 

said to be .i.nplied by this teaching, and which should be lived in t:el:ms of, 

should ...e wish to establish right""rder in our society; and no 1-.0rd 

whatever to talk, exclusively, of how things actually are, socially, that 

is, of what we actually do live in texms of. For our concern here is 

with the netaphysic, as a system of enlightening teachings, and not the 

least with any system - like society, in fact - in which these teachings 

are usually corruptly contained. 

Put briefly, I will henceforth view as authentic 

ontological bases, functioning as principles underlying caste, and jati 

as "caste-proper", or that factual manner in which these principles find 

their instances in people and their birth-places. lhe human perversion 

of the teaching, fraught as it surely is with iniquities - there are evils 

here -, is sarething I must leave to the Social AnthrofXllogist, or Social 

I'Orker; reminding them both, though, that what they call "caste" I and 

usually (I "lo.OUld argue) mistake for the real thing, often is rrerely a 

shallow perversion 1 foisted on nan by nan, to his eternal shame and 
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degradation. We might call this, "pseudo-caste". No less t.l]an Gandhi 

am I appalled at the excesses of rraltreatrrent perpetrated by people in 

secular pc:Mer to reinforce that power, expressly in the !'.ailE of "caste". 

But no less than Gandhi again am I in the least bit tenpted to mistake 

this grotesque distortion for the truth of the teaching itself. I.etrre 

l!Dve to this teaching, to these truths, and to these contrasts. 

III. A Textual Note 

'Ihe l!Dst irrpJrtant sources in sruti-literature for the dual 

teaching of an!, !S Veda X:90 : 11-l2 Brhad.:iranyaka tJpa.n.4;ad 

I:4:11-l5; Bhagavadgita I:42-45, and XVIII:40-4B (you"ll note that the 

Gita begins and ends with taJk about this teaching, which oou.ld be seen 

to token heM vital its author felt it to bel; and the later Vajrasilcik.a 

a small 1<.0rk irrpJrtant for its effort to dem:mstrate it 

isn't the social categories people place one in that det.eDnine, or in any 

way reflect one ' s true-caste, but other l!Dre deep things about one ' s 

doings, and being, as a individual. He who is called 

"a Brahmin" is not a Brahmin for that; even if he is one ac all. 

Let rre now further unfold this distinction between jati 

by spending a short while looking at the Vajrasilci.ka and Gita references, 

where both these term3 appear, and in ways that may sean either to run 

them together, or fail to carry quite the distinction I am arguing for. 

In the =st explicit terms vajrasilciki remarks: "Bramana, 
VaiSya, SUdra - these are the . 1 I, on the other hand, 

I>.Uilld argue these narres for jatis as instantiations of but not 

for van:as, as the principles then instantiated, therrselves. Yet there 

need be no reason to hold Vaj rasUc:w saying other than this, except in 
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shorthand. Why we should hold this use to be a shorthand of this kind 

may not prove wholly clear without a full analysis of 

but we may at least note this. That there seems every reason to believe 

this later s pr:ilre aim to be the marking-off of fran 

sare other thing called "caste" in society-at-large of the t:ilre; and 

that it has fourrl it =venient to do so by using precisely to 

advert to true-caste by unequivocally bringing it back to its source, as 

true-principles. 

Vajraslicilc.i' s rrethod is this. In questing the oricrins of each 

caste, or in princi ple of each, it asks what it rreans to be one of than, 

narrely, In brief, it asks what it is which makes any 

truly so, as distinct fran a series of things people clearly 

might, and presurably then did, think makes one such. It asks: "M1at 

(about a person) truly bears the '!he living-being? 

1he {il.ysical-body? Birth (jati)? Knowledge? Kamic-nature? Doer-

of-dharrra?" (ko va nana? kim kim. jat.il:l!_ 

k:iJ!1 ka:aoa? c:lhitmika. iti . sloka 2l 

All of these the author =siders inadequate objects for the 

that is, that about a person which makes 

(if he is), for his various reasons. We need =cern ourselves only with 

the reference here to "jati", as what it might be about a person which 

makes any true Brannana what he is in being so. Tile answer he gives -

an odd one, out of =text - makes perfectly plain that he is not here 

speaking of that about persons which is their inherence of 

principles, but of sare other thing. For he replies that "birth", the 

minimal rreaning we can give to "jati" here, is not of the essence, for 

many Briihmanas are not born of He lists one as born of 
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a deer, another of another fran a jackal, another fran an 

ant-hill, another fran a fisher-girl, another fran the back of a hare, 

another fran a nynph, and even one of an earthenware pot. 

What make of the facts here is not relevant. What matters 

is what he is saying - that one 1 s human birth is not of the essence. 

But to say this, it 1 s clear he must be addressing a certain teaching 

that finds this of the essence in a certain way, for there can be no 

doUbt whatever t."lat one 1 s birth exactly reflects one 1 S 

And whilst fully acca:t;llished would only be reflected in 

this way it true that vestigial sancita-ka:o11a dC!IIIal'lded it - a 

vexed question amJI1g polemicists -, for otherwise a person, being wholly 

enlightened, I-.Oilld have no occasion for rebirth (or none, necessarily; 

e.'llightement incarnate fran birth cculd for a Cosmic reason, 

though in no way related to denands enforced by this "being 1 s" kaz:mic-

naturel, those who were in IIU.lch, but not yet fully ac:catplished, 

certainly I-.Oilld be remmi.fest, and possibly reb::Jm, in a manner 

quite strictly reflecting such status. In this rreasure, Radhakrishnan 

cannot be ccrrect to hold this "valuable in that it undennines 

caste distinctions base;i on birth". 

What cculd then be the teaching which finds one 1 s humm-

birth of the essence in signifying in scrre unacceptable 

way? We might I suggest with SCire confidence speculate it precisely to 

be the oontentx>rary reflection of what I have styled "pseudo-caste". 

'!here are several reasons for believing this work IIU.lch 110re recent than 

Radhakrishnan appears to believe in ascribing it to the 5ama Veda, not 

least its use of the tem "sao:id.inarxla" ("being-consciousness-bliss") 

as an appelation for Brahman, a teJ:m really only current post-Sankara. 
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It is therefore likely that the dogma (I switch advisedlY fran "teaching") 

of pselJdo-,caste, as that cluster of hardened conventions :iJlp)sed on all 

social nenbers in teJ:ms of man-made extrinsic conditions, and not 

intrinsically jati, had reached such a level of developrent that the 

latter, or true-caste ones, were much forgotten. Under these conditions, 

llllJCh as today, "being born I'.OU!d be an hereditary affair, which 

is not at all the sarre as finding it reflected in one • s birth. For the 

fo:mer is a matter of classes of families (kulas) grouped together at 

sare point in history for extrinsic, no doubt essentially selfish, pa.-.oer-

hungry or self-€Ildorsinq reasons, and maintained for the sarre reasons, 

such that they need in no way reflect those intrinsic properties of one' s 

kaJ:mic-nature which actually do det.ennine one's caste. Being "born" 

into families called - or, for that, by any other caste-nane -

is in no way any guarantee whatever of being authentically 

And if, as seems, the whole confessed aim of this writing is 

to enf=e a return to the true source of caste, and hence of authentic 

it is to be expected, as indeed we find, as a word 

for true-principles of caste should be used when the later is spoken of. 

Of the Gita, the situation is, if anything, even clearer. The 

teJ:m oc=s only in three passages - I:42-45, where it appears in 

conjunction with jati; IV:l3, where a sirr;>le rrention is made of the four 

variJ3S with no further detail; and IX:S-, where a reference seems rreant 

rrerely to "colour", and not to "caste" at all. And though the teaching 

oc=s clearly on one other irr;>ortant occasion - XVIII:40-48 -where there 

is no doubt that what I Jie3I1 by "jati" is being spoken of, neither of the 

teJ:ms jati are actually used, so no case whatever can be built 

on it. 
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NcM, when \\e look at I: 42-45, \\e find one interesting fact -

that the used orice, and the teDn jati, once. What is 

nore, and not to labour the point (I leave that to a footnote2) , the 

teaching is plain: that where, through the advent of adharma, you 

inherit there do you, in consequence, 

also :.nherit a breakdown in jati-dhaolla, or the laws gove..'"ning jati. 

A teaching which, far fran and jati, explicitly distinguishes 

them as follows - where the crinciples of caste are misunderstood, or 

perhaps ignored, people as the instantiation of these principles (as 

bearers of jati, or true-caste) get miscategorize::i, so thrust into places 

they are ill-sui ted to, or don't deserve. In consequence, camu.mi ty 

is irrperille::i, for dhaDna gets ignored. 

I'J. Elaboration 

I would argue then, talks of itans-onticly prior to 

people, th::lUgh explaining why they are how they are - why, that is, they 

incline to the offices they do, so far as their kaanic-nature gets 

honestly expressed. 'lhl.s is the simplest way of understanding varT}a5 -

as ontologically prior principles underpinning needful divisions 'llithin 

any ideal society, by inclining the right people to their appropriate 

offices. 

Jati, on the other hand, simply describes people as they are. 

It speaks about what people do have, and, in light of being 

incarnate", how this should be exercize::i for the good of all. 'Ihi.s 

"thing" I am saying people have is their actually being suited to a 

particular office, due to their kannic-nature, signalled by that aspect 

of this nature which is the general dierection in which it truly inclines, 

when left untratmelled by extrinsic pressures. 'Ihi.s is that actual 
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spirit, incarnate :L."l. one's being, tcMards a particular job of work, or 

kind of job. 

As an aside, we might note that one wholly :inpJrtant reason far 

occasional retreat to the quietness of, say, a m:runtain resort, is the 

supplying of an atirosphere, deliberately freed as ITOJCh as possible 

of these t.rannelling pressures. Fetreats of this kind are precisely 

as occasions far literally finding oneself afresh. '!bey 

liberate us fran distractions, at least in vP...ry ITOJCh, and show us the 

state of our kal::na. 

'!his, the state of our kaJ::ma as expressing true-<:aste, we 

might call "our station", rreaning that station one actually has - one's 

actual ka.Dnic-"status", if you like - and not satething one merely is 

entitled to get; like, say a job one hasn't got but should by rights 

have. One's tzue-caste as opposed to any pselrlo one is not necessarily 

known by one, or such that society will allow one to enact it. As I've 

remarked, today' s At;e is very ITillCh marred by the thwarting of true-caste 

through the vtlolly extrinsic imposition of pseudo ones. Till 

one scarcely can see one's "true" self at all, be this one ' s atmic-self, 

or even rnerely one's ka.Dnic-self. I find here a deep cause for llUlch 

that is presently a malady in t bdern ccmmm.ity. 

Now, though there may appear to be several proper stations, 

or social (am ultiroately sanctifying) tasks one is well fitted to 

despatch, were there a range and not rnerely just one, all \<,OU]_d fall 

within a specific caste-area, detemined by one' s rreasure of enlightened 

ability. Yet IICre than whether there might not be a number 

of offices one might fill, is the fact that there are far, far !lDre one 

likely never could, or cert.ainly never stDuld. For this, at least in 
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sare part, vitally reflects the limits of one's abilities, and hence 

of one's true kaJ::mi.c-nature. I daresay there are other ways offices are 

debarred one, not relating to one's ability to despatch than. Certainly, 

in our day, forces have closed the doors of ItUCh to many; 

and am:mg these doors are at least often those to an expression of 

true-caste. Yet much is anyway innately inaccessible, due to inability 

in the first place; due, that is, to the makings of one's kal::nlic-nature. 

MilCh of course that is inaccessible in this way is these days openly 

attanpted by many. SOCiety widely sanctions ItUch of this, which nerely 

is to say, it fosters confusions in this area are deep. 

And tragic. 

For Hinduism, tb:mgh, the quest is an understanding of 

the law5 governing that which is inaccessible in fact due to kal::nlic-

nature. For these laws deteDnine one's station. Yet to this must be 

added the further fact that every station carries with it a deliberately 

inbuilt urge for bet:tennent, an iJltletus ultimately to rrove <MaY fran 

the restricting, nerely llUll1dane aspects of just this station, into another 

nure nearly expressive of Brahnan, that is, marked by atma-vi.dyi. Nor 

should this urge be viewed as other than integral to any present station, 

rut rather as an aspect defining the internal dynamic of true-caste. 

It is not sanething thrust upon it fran without. "Divine law5", wrote 

Radhakrishnan, "cannot be evaded. 'lbey are oot so IlUlch fran 

without as wrought into our natures. Sin is oot so IlUlch a defiance of 

God as a denial of soul, not so liU.lCh a violation of law as a betrayal 

of self". 3 And when later teachings, Sankara e..apecially, argued that 

all are subject to or "burning desire for the freedan that is 

unless hopelessly obscured or befOOdled by oantrary influences 
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(as might seem true of many today), they were striving to foiJnalize 

this urge at the level of psychology. 'l11ey we..re arguing it a necessary 

part of man's natural make-up; and hence, such that all true jati llUlSt 

accamodate it. For "natural" here rreans, "inclining to expression of 

true-nature '': and ''true nature'' in the Hindu =text rreans, ''atman-nature'' 

(if "nature" here is an acceptable term) , or "atma-vidya through 

'lhi.s latter teaching was, then, in part rreant to show what anyway 

should have been clear - that any task always carries the rider of being 

done only to the end so that, as we approach it rrore nearly, 

sare tasks it once was wholly proper for us to do in our then present 

phase of self-understanding, no longer are proper for us to do, or no 

longer proper in quite that way. If we do than it is not because we 

nOW' see them as essential for our well-being, but for sare other reason. 

Jatis as true-caste, then, are people imbued they 

are people inclined to those offices their ka:anic-nature means they are 

fitted for; they are people i.ndwelt by the spirit of one, or sare 

mingling, of four general areas of task; they are, in a lTDSt general way, 

visibly manifest. But, do a:Jte first, then people as 

jatis afterwards? But this proves an unreal question. As 9rinc iples 

they care first, yes. There is an ontic priorness. But though they 

should, accordingly, be thought of as the ontological bases .of my 

presently enfleshed kanni.c-nature, they need not be the creating origins 

of it. Nor need they be thought to be prior in tirre. They need not 

have been made first . The relation between than may, for instance , be 

much as that between presently unseeable atans, and the easily seeable 

ccmron objects physicists tell us are but the manifestings of these atans 

and their configurations. How the one "gives rise" to the other is as 
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nucha mystery to rrodern physics, as how "operate" to invest us 

with manifest jati is to any person. 

Briefly, to say the fo= are ontologica:lly prior to the latter 

is rrerely to say that, were we to analyse any "principled" activity, fran 

its less to its rrore ultimate catpJnel1ts - that is, starting with those 

ccmponents which depend for their "being" entirely on other 

and ending with any which may appear to depend on no other whatever -, 

at the start of our list would be enactments of our principles (the living 

of our jatil , and at the e.'1d, these principles as real itens thallse.lves 

(here, . Quite the sarre 'I.'Ould prove true were the physicist to 

analyse any rrere object, fran its publicly seeable 'thing' state to its 

presently non-seeable atanic one. 

Still the only fact of cogency here is that all people are so 

inilued and i.nc1wel t by so that the task of urrlerstand:ing people 

is very nuch the task of understanding this indwelling, and instructing 

people in their offices, a=rdingly. Vari;13B are groups of onticly-prior 

principles, jatis, groups of people characterized in certain ways by 

these principles, visibly manifest. It really is as simple as that, 

and need be obscured no furtbe.r. 

Even so, it is olJscuraj further by sate scholars who, rare in 

acl<nowledging a difference here, have nonetheless put it all in the wrong 

place - all on the side of j ati. 'nley use the 1:'110 teDns to name 1:'110 

things both true of jati, and of jati alone - that there are in sate sense 

rrerel y four; and that, in another, there are cotmtless thousands. 'nlere 

are four as we have nentioned and are about to discuss further - the four 

general groupings of people in our "NNrld, characterized as 
r 

and SUdra. And these can, in fact, be subdivided in 
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countless ways, =rding as those falling under than are enlightened. 

For each enlight.e.nnent-level is in many ways different, so denanding of 

different treatment. 'lhese needfully different patterns of treatment, 

and of behaviour, could, should one wish, be labelled, "different castes" . 

And sare have done so. For clarity, let us call these general gzoupings 

of people "generic-castes", and use the teJ:m "jati" primarily of these, 

and their I!Dre detailed dividinqs, "species-castes", or "specific" c:nes; 

rarertJering only that the four generic ones - that is, the four jatis -

are related in another way not always thought to hold true of genuses in 

our "WOrld. For they are ratlked in a hierarchy, according as they are 

nearer to or farther fran enlight:.errrent, or the rrok@ of atma-vidy!. 

'lhis hieratic character of generic-castes will get clearer in a m:::rrent. 

For nt:M, though,•to note that, rrerely to speak of these t:'WO things, as 

the above scholars have, is rrerely to speak of jiiti, and leave 

altogether; quite clearly is neither. 

My hunch is that these scholars have erred in this way because 

of an inability either to see, or, if not to see, then to admit any 

possible distincticn invisibly !!lanifest, so nat-observable prior 

items, and visibly manifest subsequent ones. For invisibly manifest 

prior i tans as authentically real aspects of our Cosros, which, however, 

cannot be discemed, even inductively, by sare physical science, are not 

llllCh heard days. Given, then, tr.is rarity, and so the above 

inability or bland refusal, because these scholars have nonetheless noted 

sare difference operating here and jati - they have, we 

might speculate, been led to cast about for distinction in the area 

to pin these t'WO tems to. one obvious division is the 

four jatis (generic-castes), and their many variants in real-life, in 
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tel:ms o£ enlighten!Tent-levels (species--;:astes). Perhaps on the principle 

that everything must be "in real-life", and that there can be nothing 

"invisibly prior" to the observably manifest, they have judged the fonner 

to be and the latter endless sulxlividings, "jati". 

Typical are these words: "'lhe dhal:ma-siitras invariably use 

the word jati when they want to indicate the real castes". An interesting 

observation indeed, one =noordant with our case. But fran this, 

our author, Robert Lingat, concludes in quite the next breath - "There 
5 are only although the number of castes is unlimited". 

And even should these last words be taken accurately to render 

Miinavadh.aramaSastra X:4, as Lingat would appear to take than, clearly 

in that =ntext they are ambiguous, and don 1 t carry the distinction 

Lingat claims for them. 

Briefly, endorsing this way of seeing the jati distinction 

would be to assme that Hinduism works on the above principle - viz., 

that evecything a=untable ITUSt be "in real-life". And like every 

other great wisdan-tradition, it clearly does not, but rather admits these 

non-ooservable invisibles at least as happily as it does visi.bles, or at 

least e!ilirically di.scemibles. Little sense could be !l'ade of 

1:4:11-15, and especially of its claim are 

unl.E:ss =ncede at least this much. Nor, for that, of the 

many other instances where aspects of the rretaphysic 1 s ontology - for 

instance, - are equated with devas. Accordingly, there can be 

no doubt whatever that these interpretations quite miss the point, even 

though they do, as many do not, at least see there 1 s a difference. 

Whether there is this distinction - between invisibly manifest, 

non-Qbservable prior items, a00 visibly manifest subsequent ones -, 
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I leave the reader to discern for himself through appropriate 

I l<lOUld, though, ask him to note this - that, in one sense, all principles 

are invisilily nmlifest, and prior, in quite this way. 'Ibey are not 

seeable things; they are "there" to be lived-by or acted upon, rejected 

(or whatever); and they care before their enactings, livings-by (etc.). 

Still, there could prove other ways of =ceiving "principles" than as 

real ontic i tans. 

In SUII1l1arY• then, we are born with certain capacities, and 

without certain others, and this rreans we are suited to sane tasks and 

not others. If we take to the wrong tasks we will make a rcess of them, 

and of ourselves. If we take to the right ones, or those to which we 

are suited by kal:mic-nature, we are likely to flourish and to prosper. 

At least, if we apply ourselves with industry to them; and nothing hinders . 

A problem these days is that very much hinders , for pseudo--caste 

predaninates. 'lhl.s can only prarote =fusion arrl hinder productivity 

by encouraging a wastaae of resources. Still, in 1111lCh, this is our 

world today. Which is why sane Hi.n::l.us believe it Kali-Yuga , or "dark 

days", foreshadowing the caning apocalypse. 'Ibey see the signs. But 

of =urse, the signs can be read in other ways; whether =rrectly or not. 

V: Brief Recapitulation 

It is worth noting that not rraking a rress of things is partly 

why the Bhagavadgita warns against doing saneone else's dharma, even 

should one do this well, and not in that sense make a rress of things. 6 

For at least one is not doing what one should, so not flourishing oneself ; 

but also, it' s very liJrel y, in sane way hindering sane other person who 

should be doing this dharma. 'Ibis is a very deep arrl canplex rratter, 

even though it may seem simple. "Foreign Aid" as feeding others thro·ugh 
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might be doing others' dha...-ma, it being argued they smuld 

feed themselves, and failing to do ours, which, it could be argued, could 

for scme of us be s!"xJwing others he7ol( to feed themselves, i'xJw to be self-

sufficient. For no man is sufficient at all until he is self-sufficient. 

"Foreign-Aid" of this kind could be messing things up on a very 
grand scale indeed. 

Now, as have noted, being oom with certain capacities, and 

not with certain others, neans t\>.lo things in the Hindu context. First, 

that one is rom with certain ka.t:rni.c-traces which prefoDn one's 

capacities by inclining one in certain ways, so giving one certain 

interests, so influencing one to develop in certain fashions. All of 

which will mean one' s capacities are of a certain sort, and not of another 

sort. Second, that one is enlightened or possessed of atma-vidva in 

a certain SfeCific degree. For the nature of one's capacities is 

always a rreasure of the nature of one's enlightenrrent. One's karmic-bonds 

always mi=r the extent to which one has mastered oneself and the 

We have, then, births reflecting countless levels along the 

enlightenrrent wa-.,· (bodhi-ml1rqa), and an inlex of these levels will be 

an inlex of how suited these individuals are for any specific office ; 

that is to say, put finally, the jati one exhibits through birth strictly 

depends on how' enlightened one is before it. 

Ac=rdingly, might note the following elarents in the 

canplex: 

(il prior principles, or "splendoured foiiilS", either as invisible 

"mysteries", expressing themselves, visibly, as people inirued with 

true-lights to their proper offices in dhannic-society, or as 

those Spiritual Archetypes, proferre:i as deva-rrodels, to awropriate 
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ltB1bers of which we might appeal in light of our knowledge of proper 

office (the ground of authentic ya]na, or ''worship"): all of these 

taken together canprise, when thought of fran one side, an ineffable 

paradigm projected fran the sva-rUpa of Brahman, of which the visible 

expression is ideal ccrnru.mity, or, thought of fran the other, the 

ontological bases of true-caste whose lived-€Xpression brings this 

ideal into being; 

(ii) real people, divided in teJ:na of how these principles, or 

Spiritual Archetypes, actually apply, generally into four groupings, 

and, specifically, into many thousands of "rights-to-specific-

office" bearers, in each case due (in the first place) to innate 

capacity, and (in the second) to ones subsequently acquired; 

(iii) kail!la, as detei:rn:ining these capacities, both on birth 

(pruabdha and sailcita-kal:mal, and through grt:7tlth in life ca:cfomi-
ka.Ina.l; 

(iv) the fact of varying levels of achieved-enlightement in 

our world by these people, as a result of their varying kal:rra-

detenninants; 

(v) real people, divided in teJ:Ins of the offices, or jobs of work, 

they actually choose or are canpelled to do in our world, and 

which may or may not coincide with those they should by right be 

doing for the furtherance of ideal ccrnru.mity. 

(i) (ii), jati,both generic and specific, as 

''true-caste'' ; (iii), the fact of innate and acquired karma; (iv), the 

cosnologically :in;lortant reflection of (iii); and (v), "pseudo-caste", 

so far as our jobs of work do not confonn with out karmic-nature, as, I 

have argued, in today's world, rrostly they don't. I have also argued this 
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tD be tragic, so far as reinforcarent of Kali-Yuga could be said tD be 

such. Tragic certainly in that, ex hypothesi ,rrost cannot hope tD be 

approaching enlightened understanding of true-nature. 

I want tD talk about how these prior principles (van;Ja.S) 

apply tD give rise to true-caste (jati), reflecting enlightennent levels. 

For one should always recall that the whole thing, in the end, has 

entirely to do with the latter, that the entire Hindu endeavour, these 

offices and these stations, are all tD the end of enlightennent. So 

that, quite as one's present degree of enlightenrrent will strictly dictate 

one's presently appropriate office and station, these very offices and 

stations will themselves be appropriate and so dictated to one - indeed, 

precisely within one's capacities and grasp - only because they exactly, 

and no other, are able to further one's enlightennent. 

VI: The Jatis as inhering Varnlist"ama-dha.trna 

In line with what I've noted, we might sint>ly vision the jatis, 

both generic and specific, as groupings of people in our directly 

reflecting levels of enlightened self-understanding. I.et us look at 

each generic-jati - henceforth just called "jati"- in these tenns, and 

supplene.;t our looking by the GI ta' s views as well. 

(i) _The first group will be those, quite sint>ly, of the highest 

enlight.erurent-level, so those who rrost wholesarely instantiate the 

Brahma-principle, or that rranner of being whose essence is "the 

Truth of truth" (satyasya satyam). 7 These quite s.inply will be 

those who have the clearest insight into true-nature, and who, 

for the well-being of our society, should be allr:Med the highest 

degree of initiative in spiritual matters; that is to say, who 

should in sane parallDliDt way be our teachers , preachers, and 
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perfonterS of proper-rite, 50 far as these things anmmt to 

insightful avenues to self-understanding. 

'lhe narre of such people, 50 far as they be found in our world, 

v.uuld be (or, Bramri.ns), for they inhere in a llDSt high 

manner the In the of the Gita: 

"Equanimity, control, ascesis , pureness, 

tolerance and uprightness, 

learning, higher-wisdan, and peity 

- are the task-attributes (kama) bom of Brahma' s 

true-nature (sva-tlhava)." 8 

(ii) Next will be those individuals arrong us who, though highly 

enlightened, still are not sufficiently 50 to teach or perform 

proper-rite, without in sare vital way misleading. But who are 

nonetheless endowed with sufficient high understanding to be 

able, admirably, to protect society; they have, in other 

at least a sufficient grasp on the nature of ultiJra.te realness 

beneath appearances, and hence on the nature of the wherewithal for 

the perfectability of things, arrply to know how to enhance, prarote, 

and protect it, and especially how to safeguard its social or 

cx:rmumal conditions, heM, that is, to guard dharmic-o:mrunity. 

Again, the Gita offers us a list of attributes we might use to 

pick this seccnd kind of being, insofar as we can know they flCM 

f:rCI11 the nature of the being exhibiting then. This, I might add, 

is the irrq:lortance of these verses f:rCI11 chapter XVIII - that they do 

in the s.inplest of ways offer us practical guidance about heM we 

are to pick who really are of such-and-such a jati; and hence, 

how we are to guarantee rightful distribution of office and 
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and station. Whoso confoilll to these attributes in each case, they 

should be esteemed deserving of the office in each case. And 

though of course picking these things out as natural is increasingly 

difficult these days, where patterns of canfonnity tend to dictate 

rather than natural-law, it nonetheless remains a little t.J:ue that 

sare people do appear discemibly naturally disposed in one way 

(or ways), and others, in others. To the Hindu mind, \'le ignore 

these discemibly natural disposings to our peril. Of the second 

kind of office, the Gita, then, notes: 

"Valour, majesty, resoluteness, cx:rtp;!tence, 

as as not taking flight in battle, 

generosity and lowliness 

- are the task-attributes (kaona) bom of s 

true-nature (sva-bl'lava) • " 9 

These accordingly are our in all senses, 

not rrerely in the sense of policing-or guarding-forces. 'nley will 

be whoever, next to the BratJmanas, are best fitted to lead and guard 

us in all ways relevant to safeguarding our dhailllic-structures. 

'l1ley will as be our politicians as our policing-leaders. And 

note, of course, that not for a rrarent is it here being said that 

all nenbers of these £orces are of this dEmeanour; and no doubt 

llDSt \ooO\lld re of the fourth jati, than of this, the sea:md. For 

\'le are speaking here rrerely of those to be leaders ancng 

rren, and not at all, or by the way only, of those equipped best 

to be led. are speaking of those who, because of what in fact 

they naturally are, desei:Ve, and, for society's sake, must be given 
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the second highest degree of spiritual initiative, as outlined above • 

. That they should teach and preach is by no rreans denied: that they 

should do this essential.ly , or predaninantly, or by way of effecting 

their natural office, assuredly is. For were we to heed them and 

not the true (if we can find h:im), we would in the nature 

of the case be led into ruin. 

Again, people who, in fact of nature, are of this order ¥.UUld 

be called, should there by any (an enpirical rra.tter) - as 

inherers of the 

(iii) The next group into which we might expect people to fall 

are trose, not so enlightened they can be expected to teach without 

in sare gross way misleading, nor even such that we might happily 

vouchsafe the task of social-protectors and leaders arrong rren to 

than. For these are people whose oold upon the rretaphysic 

beneath all dhamoa-praroting, enlight:.ennEnt-

safeguarding society, is insufficient even always to be clear what 

should be protected, and l:la.1, and (quite as importantly) what 

should not be nurtured, even condoned, and how it should not be 

(equally as vital) . 

But, nonetheless persons whose wisdan warrants at least the 

task of producing and distributing social goods, in the detailed 

as well as general sense of nourishir.g cx:mruma.lity in general. 

\mse natural bent and flare is for cx:rmumity works of one kind 

or another, where this might range fran producing, and market.ing, 

faon-goods, to organizing evenings for the aged. Naturally, these 

things we may all do a little; but only those whose office this 

naturally is are those truly of this ja:ti. 
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And any people who might !:Je of this kind be called 

vaiSyas, or"bearers of the Vis-principle". 

(iv) Finally, those who would in all ways, for the sake of the 

CCII1TUlnity, and for their own sake, best be given little to no 

initiative in spiritual matters (on our defining) , are those who 

are a=rdingly best fitted to heed the advice given sagely by the 

wiser, <U1d to follow. 'Ihese be those whose level of "true-

nature" - understanding is, in fact of nature, so minimal that 

virtually anything other than sheer service on their part 

be disastrous for their own developrent and that of others. For 

these are people who, because of their heavy burden of self-imposed 

negative kal::rna, have, as it were, everything to learn. And, if 

everything to learn, tl"lf!Il nothing to teach; or, next to nothing. 

Hence, they must be pei."SOrlS who could only mislead, disorganize, 

disrupt or destroy, were they to take as theii:- essential office 

the tasks clenandi.ng of higher wisdan. 

Should there be persons of this kind - and renember, these 

are generic types; and perhaps very few would be minimal-people in 

the llDSt extreme way -, they would be named Sinras, as dispensers, 

sheerly, of nourishing service. 

As I ,have noted, the very great lack of this today is perhaps 

one of the reasons modern society should be ailing so. For that 

anyone should, by nature, be in the etyllDlogically literal sense 

"servile", would naturally these days be outrageous even to suggest. 

'!hough should we alter the adjective to the participle "serving", 

we might get sare response; though scarcely sufficient to vindicate 

the thought that there could be a very large m.1ni:ler whose social 
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office this should as a full-time matter be. OUr service-industries 

are not this, but basically self-serving ones. 

Briefly, that nourishing service should be suggested 

of any person's vocation, not to say of a vast horde of 

people's, so that self-interested self-seeking has no part whatever, 

in the main, be to say sarething !lOSt think silly. 

"Naive", perhaps, the term sare may use. Yet perhaps ·for 

!lOSt these Kali days sarething like this should be of the essence 

of what ...e are - if only of the "ISvara-pra!Jidlirula" type. If only, 

that is, of the fm:m of service which anounts to abandoning utterly 

oneself to one's !lOSt inwardly guiding light. 

Finally, the Gita, sketchily, though with Il1llCh concision, says 

of the vaiSya and SiDra jatis: 

"Agriculture, cattle-rearing, and general-ccmnerce, 

are the task-attributes (karma) born of the Vaisya' s 

b:ue-nature (sva-bhava); 

task-attributes whose very essence (atma) is service 

are, tor the SUdra, self-nature born". 10 

VII: 'liD ?oints 

There are two points ...e should bear in mind in all this. 

Firstly, that whilst the four jatis entail reference to real offices 

in our they obviously do not refer rrerely to four tasks, but to 

a whole galaxy of related tasks, all sharing a certain cluster of 

c.'1araC1:eristics, or at least relations, in camon. Briefly, there are 

not rrerely four birth-castes in India, but four, subdividable into 

thousands upan thousands, in quite the way that enlightenrrent levels 

might be so sub-divided. For self-knowing is not something that grows 
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in four great jumps, but obviously a continuum with gradations. And 

one can be, or be l::orn, at any point on this continuum. Moreover, there 

is obviously rrore than one way of teaching and preaching; rrore than one 

way of leading; rrore than one way of enhancing ccmmmality; and rrore 

than one form of basic service. And each of these offices have, as it 

were, as many sub-offices as there are, on the one hand, possible 

gradations in this specific slab of the continuum, and, on th9 other, 

possible ways of doing these general office-defining tasks. 

All that is fairly obvious, or should be. Perhaps less so is 

t."le fact that, on these tems - offices graded in teDns of essential 

wisdan -, socio-eoonanic and political factors function in no way whatever 

to determine the nature of right soc1ety. 'nlese factors, as -.ll, 

indeed, as the general factor of "history", are, it is not too strong 

to aver, totallv irrelevant to the business of structuring ideal o:::mrunity. 

For this is to be fashioned entirely in tenTs of these gradations on this 

continuum - briefly, entirely in t:eDns of levels of achieved wisdan in 

matters of the spirit, or in knowledge of essential true-nature, and 

especially of the nature of self (atman) • A.."'Xlrdingly, there is no sense 

whatever in which "caste" can be equated with "class", still less this 

latter with 

In traditional society, or society ·organized ideally, in these 

teDns -were there ever such; and there needn't be for it nonetheless 

to function as a questable ideal -, there is just no parallel whatever 

between socio-econanic or political strata, and those of caste. The 

tops in caste who are neither tops politically nor 

eoonanically. In theory, indeed, they are devoid altogether either 

of political or eoonanic power, tops in the fonrer of course being the 
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truly p:llitical arrong t...'"Ue and tops in the latter being the 

major nerchants arrong Likewise, tops in exploitable man-

as a source enshrining social of a very present, wholly self-

manip.Itable kind (instance the socially-crippling of the gove=ed-

errployees to "strike"), are the SUdras at large. 

'nlese facts are i.n;x:>rtant to bear in mind, for they show the 

disparity between the Hindu mind fashioning Hindu social theory in its 

classical foon, and alnost the entire !oDdern mind fashioning its supposed 

"realistic" understandi.nq of social fonrations. Naturally, ideals are 

not at all p:lints con=rdant with realities, and what actually happens 

in the world may diverge greatly fran what the world v.ould wish should 

happen. But there can be no denying that !oDdern social theory - and 

by "!oDdern" I just rrean, "where we are now"; though it started long 

before now, or even yesterday - does nore than nerely E!ltlrace what it 

takes to be the realities of hew things will happen in the world anyway,· 

and also nodels its practice overtly on and p:llitical 

understandings, thought to be at the heart of what best dete:cnines the 

social dynamic. 

Hindu social theory could never consider these things to be at 

the heart of what is best. And in part, naturally, because it roundly 

differs fran what the !oDdern theorist ...uul.d consider "natural" ; for, as 

I've striven to show, Hindu social theory is based on what it views as 

natural-law, and any view of "nature" which saw it governed, and not 

nerely unfortunately presently swamped, by socio-econanic cum p:llitical 

forces, it would sin;>ly consider a nost sorry perversion. 

It is not my part to take these observations 

further here, except to note that, should our concern be to prarcte the 
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growth of self-understanding, and of such wisdcrn as accrues fran this, 

the Hindu suggestion, as others of its ilk (cf., Plato), bears a very 

IIUlch !!Ore serious look than ever it gets today. For should this be our 

aim - as at least it surely should - the very radical disparity between 

these IIUlSt be emblematic, sanewhere and in certain ways , 

of sare very serious malady indeed. And M::ldern ways need not be 

assune:l by us full wholesare, s:irrply in virtue of our living than. l>Dst 

of us would anyway agree there to be a very deep canker in the heart 

indeed. And one sign of this, I think, quite wide agrearent precisely 

is the presertt-day turning by at least many earnest people to systems of 

non-western wisdcrn for sarething that well seems missing in our present 

Western ones. 

VIII: EiCJht Objections 

I want nCM to deal with a group of abjections - eight in all -

typically !lOOted by people about "caste", and I wish to 

use than largely to illustrate the coherence and cogency of the social 

theory in question - nam:ly, the CCI!Iplex, expressed 

in jati. 

I don't suggest the really very swift responses I will proffer 

in each case to these objections adequately deal with than, though in 

!lOSt cases I feel they do. My intention is rather !!Ore to example the 

kind of response available to the Hindu social theorist (of the Classical 

kind I've outlined), than to greatly argue these responses at all points 

adequate. I say this, not to he:ige bets, but to have it clear that I 

would wish to say much !!Ore than I will say in expounding these responses , 

to feel sure that I have done than full justice. I am not frightened 

of losing; nerely cautious of anyone imagining I think I have won too cheaply. 
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To each of these cri ticisns in turn, then. 

(i) But hew could this, a social systan based on kal:ma: 

dhatma: ever make people better? 

Briefly, it is suggested that only this type of hieratic systan 

ever could, because only, this could ever anlJIJilt to praroting educational 

and welfare opportunities, and associated facilities, which seek to 

develop each individual, individually, that is, in tents of the person 

he is. Such other systans as take their central principle for social 

organization fran, say, an ideology, or sare other thing extrinsic to 

the human dynamic, and hence to personh:xxi are, in that very 

TreaSUre, concerned only with developing people - all people, regardless -

in teJ:ms of this outside standard. 1-lhich rreans, they are prone to 

prarote sare manner of ''tmequal equality", an "equality" based on ignoring 

true difference; or at least, an recognizing only those differences 

inposed by thi:1 outside standard, and so by factors extraneous to what 

persons are, inside. In which case, I!Ost truly personal differences, 

those between people as betteD!Iel'lt-seekers, are bound, either to be ignored 

altogether, or given very short shrift indeed. Which is not only fool-

hardy, since bound to thwart all possibility of instantiating ideal 

o:mmmity; but plainly unjust, leading I!Ost <MaY fran authentic 

'!han this, rruch to be preferred is a systan based an the 

effort deliberately to give each individual person his due, in tents of 

that internal, personal dynamic giving rise to his needs and capacities. 

'ltle Hindu effort is entirely to do just this. 

(ii) But this fosters injustice by perpetuating a 

class-structure, based on birth and family, that 

is, upon a certain foilll of spiritual aristocracy . 
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This very camr.:m fODil of =iticism quite misses the point in 

several ways. In the first place, caste (jati) srould not in any normal 

sense be equated with "class". \'«:! have been through that. But, 

secondly, it is wrong-headed and false in a basic way, anyway. For the 

J<arma:dha.x:ma:varna grouping, as expressing Hindu social teaclling, in no 

way "perpetuates" anything. 

Sofar as "birth" and "family" are 0011cerned, the claim is a 

factual one - that one is born into that structure which strictlv reflects 

that level of enlightenrcent achieved on last death. Put in other te:rms: 

that one' s =nsciousness is remanifest in that envi.ronrrent, down to 

every last detail inclu:ling family), needed to express or -.ork-<JUt 

its inclinings. This claim either is false or true; certainly, it 

''perpetuates'' nothing. 

Nor does it foster injustice, being, in so IIBilY ways already 

worked through, the one way possible to pramte full fairness (dhaJ::ma). 

- and this is a third thing - jivan-1llllkti is open to all, no 

matter how hurrble one' s beginning. 'Ibat is to say, one' s birth-level 

is one, wh::llly inflexible thing, due in an absolute sense to a=mllated 

karira (as visanisl. One can in no way yield further =ntrol over that. 

licJwever little one may in the event like one's birth-level, it is due 

in an absolute sense to what one might have altered in the past, but 

cannot hope to now. One' s birth, trough one' s own doing, is, on the 

occasion and after death, a foregone thing. 

!bw, on the other hand, one then chooses to behave is a wh::llly 

other natter. I have argued the view that jati is rock-hard through 

any specific life, in no way part of the Classical rretaphysic, and, 

if Hindu at all, a later, likely self-seeking addition. 'lbere can be 
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little doubt about this. It flies in the face of the entire thinking, 

otherwise. And, when put to the test, it is no=a.lly true teaching 

which triunphs. 'lbere have, for instance, been r.ore than one instance 

of so-calle:i ''Untouchables" exerting so great an during 

one lifer..ilre, that, despite their lowly origins, they achieved a 

veneration fran others given only to realize:i saints. 

'lbere also been socially "high-born" Brahmins (so-calle:i) 

who find it appropriate, for their own irrq:lrovarent, to cohort, even to 

venerate, socially "low-born" others. 'Ihe fifteenth century Bengali 

J?=)et betook himself to an "Untouchable" mistress, a ce..rtain 

5ahajiya, avc:wing his salvation to lie only in this liaison. I see no 

reason to esteen him disingenuous, th:mgh sexual matters are notoriously . 

prone to quite this thing. I rather, though, see this a case of a 

person finding his own level in another person socially branded "lower", 

and she, hers, in a person labelled "higher", and hence, in a cluster 

of ccrtplex ways , vindicating true-teaching. For I see here a case of 

a person reoognizing high developrent in a person supposedly, and no 

c:::•11bt in sare senses, actually born low. 

(iii) But if la....er castes have little to no soiritual 

initiative, how can they hope to develop higher? 

Hew can they achieve jivan-m.lkti? 

'Ihe answer to this is quite plain, though t:MJfold: by, in ::he 

first place, doing what one's urnrolested present understanding makes 

clear as patently appropriate, which, at the start, usually rreans, the 

caste-deeds of the family one is born into. Naturally, whether these 

caste-deeds coincide with those inp:lsed on it fran without, will be 

another matter. 'lbere is nothing to guarantee they will be. Nor is 
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there any real way of safeguarding pure-jati these days, things being so 

intei:!!lingled and vitiated by so ImJCh; where by "pure-jati" I rrerely rrean, 

"proper office" . 

Basically, the problem at this level is ever !:laving an 

underStanding of one's proper office which is ever Uilll'Olested by alien 

L'1fluences , instructing one awrong about one' s proper station. These 

pluralistic days , in IlD.lCh that is gocxl, have seen a shattering of boundaries 

of all kinds. And anong tP.ese have been, clear boundaries between 

appropriate office accruing to varying jatis. 

For this reason, one's basic natural insight into proper 

station, even should one believe it had at all, would be IlD.lCh depleted 

these days by insinuating counter-influences, especially dangerous when 

they occasion coveting another's office, so lead one to tackle what is 

presently beyond one's powers. Which rrakes the second source for 

guidance here doubly important - narrely, the adVice of those one has 

good reason to accept as of superior insight in these rratters. I don't 

say finding one's is easy. Few things are I!Ore difficult these 

days, due to these oounter-influences making .i.rmedi.ately attractive 

alternatives to depth-wisdan which simply are fleeting, and unlasting. 

They endorse appearance, and not the real. We can, however, go on only 

what to go on; we can merely use the pc::llrerS we have to assess 

our advisors - and follow, or not, a=rdingly. 

In other words, this problem today is one we all share, where 

we no longer have any clearly awroved guidelines to authority. 

The point here is, speaking now of the lesser enlightened, 

that t.."le spiritual initiative it is argued should for the good of all 

be withheld is of one single order - nanely, teaching, or initiating 
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noves to uphold, pratote, or presei:Ve dhanra - or, 

oriented society - other than those initiatives enjoined in doing· what 

one's enjoin. 'lbe reason here is clear - that being 

shiJI.!n rrore spiritual initiative in dic:tating social policy and organizing 

the lives and liberties of others, would be a foolllardy peril for all. 

For only those whose insight in these ll\3.tters is rrore enlightened than 

less can fashion policy without being prey to this danger. 

(iv) But couldn't this then be used as a political 

weapon by the to deny op;::ortunity and 

basic liberty to those of 101\'er-ca.ste? 

Swiftly, of a:mrse it ooul.d be. Arui without any doubt, 

saretilres it has. 'lbe iniquities and needless suffering in India due 

in part to just this are clear to see. For the plain fact is, people 

in power - anywhere, under any regine, about (alrrost) anything - often 

use their power to secure their position, or those of their party, class, 

religion (or whatever), at the often brutal expense of others. 

But - again, as swiftly - heM the teaching is 

misused by wicked or misguided people for their own ends , is one thing; 

how it should be used to be true to itself, is quite another, by no 

rreans even rarot.ely related, thing. With jati, have a way of 

classifying groups of people in terms of individual abilities (or their 

lack), reflecting individual levels of enlightenment. Arui far fran 

repression, denying sare people opportunity altogether, and giving all, 

or rrost, to sare others, unjustly, equity is its very keynote . It is, 

the argutent has suggested, the only way adequately to ensure, in the 

hectic hurly-rurly of M:X:lerr. people together, (and especially in r..lCh 

vast mmbers), that each gets exactly what's needed to vouchsafe his 
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specific developnent; that each, in other words, is given exactly those 

opportunities needed to develop his specific talents, sofar as these lead 

him closer to 

'lbis is why we have j ati-dividings. otherwise, at its 

very rrost general, there "'UU.lld sean to be two basic possibilities: 

(1) that all get 1Uilp3d together in a laissez-faire, 

"eveiyOne-gets.......mat-he-can", systan; or, 

(2) that all are forced to behave in t.enns of ideals, 

wants, or needs of just one social group, or class 

(the Aristocracy; the Proletariat). 

'l11e fonrer oould sean to typify Modern Liberal Dem:Jcracy, and 

the latter , r=:h Marxist Comumism of the day. Typify only, perhaps, 

not "define" or "essentially characterize" - though I do believe a case 

might be Irade to shcM these too. For nt::M, though, let us sin;lly note 

the point that both are patently unjust; for both prarcte the interests 

of sate groups special abilities, at the expense of all others. 

In marked o:mtrast, the Hindu alternative - not that it's 

rrerely Hindu, or need be - is sin-ply, in essence and definitively, 

structured to address each individual, in his present needs regarding 

proper bettenrent, and foil!Ulate policy accordingly to rreet than. Hr::M 

well it ever has done this is another matter. As is, how well it might 

have, had it not been subject to so rtany centuries of anti-Hindu 

influencings (basically Semitic - Jewish, Parsee, !IDslan, Christian), and 

left nerely to its original inspirings. 

to believe it would have fared better; 

'!here is perhaps little reason 

though it may have fared "purer". 

Hinduism itself teaches that "t.:ine" can only decay, and, of its essence, 

encourage the rot to set in. i'bi.ch isn't to say "the truth" decays, or 
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goes rotten. Cnly that nan's managerrent of h:imself in light of truth, 

gets less able as t..i.l!e noves on, t.'lan rrore so. Till, sare would say, we 

dl.el.l in the darkest of eras, the Kali-Y'uga (lit! "dark-age"), characterized 

by a b:real<down in all cohering rrores instructing proper-office. 

If things are at a pretty pass, this is quite as Hinduism 

=u.ld believe (or at least apt:ear to nany to believe) it must be. That 

developrent through t..i.l!e is "progress" is a Western myth, fathered by its 

Judaeo-Clristian fosterings; even rrore, that it must be "progress". 

(v) But what guarantees, or haoi do you establish as 

fact , that j ust this individual is bom into just 

this family just because of his past kaz:ma; that is, 

so that he's not properly thought of as a mere victim 

of unjust circumstance? 

But t.'ris is the wrong question. For this guarantee follows 

necessarily fran a prior acceptance of the teachings of kai:ma and 

samsara. 'lliese accepted, and follow in their wake, such that, 

whilst this acceptance is a prior l!'atter to the teaching, the 

latter oould nake little sense without it. 'lhe oro teachings - that of 

kai:ma and its correlate sansara, and - so intil!'ately interweave, 

being defined in tenns of each other, that ·whilst the fcmrer might in sare 

logical way CXIT'e before the latter, it scarcely oould subsist without 

giving rise to it, nor the latter •Nithout the fcmrer's being true. 

We might in passing note one rejoinder to the cry of "tmjust 

cir=nstance" - that, in ways already argued, its intilr.acy with the 

kaz:ma:samsara teaching enables the teaching to !T'ake much better 

sense of inbom inequalities of power and ci.rcumstance, than rrost other 

theories an offer. SOfar as this is not clear, we must leave it not 
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being so, as clearly the case, strang or already has been made: 

briefly, that we enter the v.orld on any occasion, laden with benefit 

or wretchedness, sirrq:lly reflects we were before (and before; and 

before), such that, how we are is how we deserve to be, given the 

lives we then lived. Perhaps that condenses a host of things which need 

a close look; but that llUlSt wait another t:i.rre. For all we wish to 

have clear is the case to cater for inegalities in our beginnings, 

justly, is to be made out. 'Ibis should now be plain. 

(vi) But surely this will encourage indolence, 

OCX!Jllacency, and a general tendency not to t.rv 

to "better-one' s-statian", bv encouraging a 

"clinging-to-one's jati" mentality. 

But this again is misguided. For jati-dha.I'IM is, in its very 

essence, is needed for this individual to effect bettennent 

of station. 'lbat's how it's arrived at; what it neans. Of course 

people can be lazy; about this as about much besides. Of course 

people do tend to "cling" to what's familiar; again, about all manner 

of things. But these are other matters , neither encouraged nor 

necessitated by teaching. 

(vii) But this llUlSt be unjust, because it forces sare 

people to do the uncongenial. 

Again, wrongheal.led, for a nurrber of reasons. Firstly, being 

forced to do the unoongen.ial is by no neans always unjust, or clearly 

ever so. 'Ihe entire penal-code, for instance, anounts to doing justice, 

sofar as it is, precisely by irrq:losing the uncongenial on offenders. 

Sea:Jndl.y, teaching doesn't "force" anything. It 

is nerely a teaching, a theory. Nor is it, when in practice, any fotm 
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of penal servituie, but merely a way of grouping people in teiins of 

abilities whose developyent will improve than, and their camn.mity; 

that's all. 

'Ihirdly, the teDn "uncongenial" is clearly, in !lOst cases, a 

relative one whose ronnotings might vary mJCh. fran person to person. 

What I don't like doing rray differ very nuch fran what you don 1 t like 

doing. But even were it true that saoo tasks are such that !lOSt people 

don't like doing than, should there be those esteerred best fitted to do 

thE!ll as a rratter of proper offioo, that, far fran sho.ring sane twisted 

foilll of injustice, rather would be because, kaJ::micly, these tasks rreet 

the requ.iremmts of their present enlightennent-level, whereas certain 

other tasks do not. '!here is no suggestion here of sane people :i.nlJOsing 

or f=cing others to do things they don' t want to do thE!llsel ves (though 

in real-life this rray prove true); but .merely that kama has made these 

tasks appropriate. Nor is there here any guarantee that those who do 

these tasks are those who should be doing thE!ll. There are likely rore 

arrong us than 1Ne can admit; and likely rore doing saudra-tasks, 

than those who, arrong these, should be doing so. To sort this all out 

needs radical change o! a sort our is scarcely ready for; nor, I 

daresay, admit desirable. 

Briefj_y, the teaching gives a 

justification for the social necessity for divi&ion of labour where sane 

are bound by their own dhanna to do tasks thought uncongenial by others , 

and which others are not bound to do by theirs. 1-lha.t are the alternatives, 

or seemingly such, to such a systE!ll? 'Ihree bare rrention. Firstly, that 

all do everything, equally. But this be a shaneful waste of 

talents , for sane are better at sane tasks than others. It would also 
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be socially ruinous; for SOlE tasks - the nnre carplex, skilled, 

intellectual or spiritual - are such that SOlE have no aptitude for them 

at all. Were they to do them in equal measure with those who should, 

chaoS .....:Juld reign, 

The secorrl alternative is that of Marxism, where one "class" 

(the ".....:Jrkers"; an odd term - as though others didn't .....:Jrkl is set to 

daninate all others, for reasons of a strange form of "Historical 

NeCessity". Which again .....:Juld be a sheer waste of :i.nOOrn talents, and 

ruinous at least in that degree. For, put at its very briefest, 

"Historical Necessity", even were the=e sare such, =uld not of itself 

ensure a division of labour in terrrs of talents; still less, if this 

necessity is said to be because one "class" of 

t:e<Jple is given over all other such classes, s.i.nply because they 

are so det:.eDni.ned. The only way to divide t:e<Jple in terrrs of talents 

is in t.eDtls of talents. To that, "history" and its coursing is wholly 

irrelevant. Unless it cuuld be shown that at certain tiires in history, 

certain groups of t:e<Jple in fact do have certain 

talenLS , and others, others, or anyway, not these ones; which never has 

even rar'Otel y been shcMn. And even should it be, it .....:luld then be their 

talents and not this other determinant which in fact detemi.ned then 

for us; that is, sofar as the demands of proper social organization were 

=ncerned. 

The third alternative, or seaning one, is one with which we 

might well have l!Uc:h synpathy - that all should in sare measure share in 

at least sare uncongenial tasks or ones so seeming to many. An 

alternative of this nature, where S<realled "uncongenial" tasks were 

shared on a broader basis , oould well prove both plausible and laudatory, 
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pz:ovided properly managed, and fostered no intolerable wastage of 

talent. 

Even so, facts remain: (i) that nothing in this suggestion 

is inc.x:npat.ible with teac:lllng, as rruch, I suspect is with 

Marxist orthodoxy; and (ii) that many higher-tasks IOl.ld still remain 

the province of but a f<M, for quite as many tasks would still be 

limited only to those with the ability. 

(viii) But surely it is clear that varna: j ati teaching. 

whether right or not, must do psycl1ologi cal harm. 

I think this an in;lortant criticism; though let us be clear 

al:out one thing - that "teachings" can't harm, only people's use of than. 

I don't think this a rrere quilible. For it's crucially in;lortant, in 

dealing with "the truth", to be clear about this ; and in being so, also 

be clear that one is not, then, rrerely clear about what sare people have 

thought to te "the truth". 'Ire truth is what it is. People use or 

misuse, read or misread, this thing it is in ways that are fearfully 

r.any. Arrl in this very sensitive area, I take this to be especially 

true. Hence, the need to <::.ay in sare pointed way that we are dealing 

in the truth of these teachings, and not prirrarily in aey other thing 

at all. 

But the query could. be rephrased: Is not the 

teaching such that, psychologically speaking, people get intiroidated by 

it? A belief of this kind natura:l.ly notivated, or in part did so, the 

Bu:ldhist and later the Sikh breakaway rrovements fran within Hinduism. 

For Gotama the Buddha on the one hand, and Guru Nanak on the other, both 

were rroved to denounce the excesses of "caste" as a social phenanenon, 

and its hold on the psyches of people. 
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I have no doubt whatever that these great sages 1o1ere co=ect in 

ctenouncing what they denounced; and it also seems to rre that the 

suggested hold an the minds of people by the rrere preserice to than of 

certain misconscruals of this teaching, such that, often, they are 

paralyzed of initiative and inhibited of zest for real :improvem?..nt, is, 

an occasion, a very real hold. There seans to rre no doubt that in rrn.1ch 

the rrere presence to many of the teaching, as history has misshapen its 

face and linearrents, till, like many legal structures, it sirrply becane 

a vice to hold sare in their place and others in power, was a I!Dst real 

happening. Nor would I wish to diminish, either this fact, or the 

crying need to deal pranptly with it, by noting that this, the teaching's 

distorted face and shape, is not our concern. 

Certainly, fran this it in no way follows, either that (a) 

the teaching is other than true (scfar as it makes truth-claims about 

facts), or (b), not needed (sofar as it gives a picture, enjoining what 

would be ideal society, as distinct, perhaps, fran any present way 

society is) . 

l<breove.r, it is well to note that, at least. as often (I suspect, 

far I!Ore often, for I suspect what I'm about to say to be universally true) 

as any intimidatory paralysis based (at least) upcn the teaching, 

misconst..""\JJO, its presence to mind can do positive (if you wish) 

"psychological" good, in ways not always likely under other schemes. 

How so? By stressing that one is responsible oneself for what one is, 

and l"·er.ce, for the conditions one is born into in this world. Which is 

a go--...d of this psyche-kind in two clear Firstly, because it 

rerov·3s the tendency to waste til'l"e and energy in railing against other 

people and things for one's fate, a tendency which, psychologically 
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speaking, hinders grcMth by placing irrelevant blockages in its way. 

Secandly, it helps by eno:JUraging one to direct energies and effort to 

where they should in the first instance be directe:i, as \'.ell as for a 

long tirre thereafter- to one's own person and situation. 

In the sinplest of ways, then, the rrere presence to mind of 

properly expressed and IIDderstood teaching aids one's 

approach to wisdan, and hence to betteDrent: by in the first instance, 

rarcving hindrances (or negative influences) fran the psyche, and, in 

the serond, putting helps (or positive influences) there. 'Ibis, I 

think, ItUlSt always prove true of its presence, when properly expressed 

and understood. So, the chances are, its rrere presence functions in 

this good way oore often than any bad way: for even when misconstrued, 

it debilitates only sanetirres, and not always. 

IV: Conclusion 

In concluding, I want, rather than sumrarize the story of this 

piece, to go to its heart by stressing at sane length a single point. 

It is this: though one is responsible oneself for the conditions one 

is born into, the "conditions" \'.e are here speaking of, it is absolutely 

crucial to stress, are one's spiritual conditions, or those pertaining 

to the quest for self-transcendence in striving to grasp true-nature, and 

not in the slightest any econanic or material conditions (except in the 

event of their proving intrinsic to the fo.Il!ler) . We are so deeply 

confused these days over this, that I want to devote all of = final 

v.ords to this single, really rather simple point. 

So Ill.lCh are = values these days, East increasingly as Imlch as 

West, those of matter and of quantity, that \'.e often seem scarcely able 

to see beyond the surface. And where we see slums, or squalor, or 
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indigence, we, as it were, "autanatically" conclude - "materially 

impoverished, so in other ways backward". Which strikes !1E as the 110st 

arrant arrogance irragi.nable. As if the only places you might likely find 

advanced developrent of soul could be anDI'Ig the prosperous churches of the 

American mid-west - quite as I1U.Ich the fallacy as any 

suggestion ( and there are plenty) that the only places you will find 

wise rren are prosperous seats of "higher learning" . I venture to 

suggest that sarething like the converse is closer the truth in each 

case, these very secular days. The ccmrerce of an age is very rruch 

fashioned by its popular theses, one of which today is that the seeably 

rreasurable outside of things sufficiently indicates their inside. 

Briefly, there is utterly no reason whatever why there should 

be sare correlation between spiritual prosperity, and that of material 

things. SO quite as little reason to accept that poverty in one area 

reflects poverty in the other. In fact, 110st great .!:eligions of our 

w:Jrld tend to teach that spiritual riches cannot cohabit with material 

wealth; and in a way which is such that, where there is the latter, there 

cannot be the fonrer. To enter His "Kingdan", or that of liis "Father", 

Jesus repeatedly said, and rrore than once to rich people, one lllllSt be 

poor in material possessions, no matter tr:Jw largely 

Christendau seam3 to have forgotten this. Both Hinduisn and BOOdhisn, 

in quite the sa1re vein, teach the need to detach oneself fran all 

w:Jrldly things, as such things, in any way to rope for full wisdan 

(the of Nothing is plainer than this very simple, very 

crucial, very I1U.Ich forgotten fact about matters of the spirit and those 

of this w:Jrld. 

Accordingly, where we find grinding material poverty, and 
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econcmic backwardness, by no neans are entitled to ''see" the 

condi tians of l.ow-<=aste. Atrong many of the Il'OSt irrpoverished in India 

I venture to suggest will be found great riches and depth of soul l.ack.i.ng 

am:mg many of "the wealthy"; if anly because, the foDtEr in no way, or 

in fewer ways, are trarrelled by the OOnds of possessions , whilst the 

latter are bourrl to be. 
,_ 

'Ib label as "su:tras" all those found cast in 

1-.Qrldly poverty is bound to be quite as inperious an enor, as using 

sore single jati-l.abel for all who are "wealthy". 

In this regard, might note what I think is t."le misconstrued 

Christian bias, influenced rruch these days by what is called "the 

SOcial Gospel", that the 1-.Qrst, Il'Ost pressing foon of poverty sarehcw 

rrust be econanic or material in kind. Hence, the doing of 

rrust, first and forarost, always be giving people, usually arrogantly 

labelled "developing", food and clothing, and nonnally 

also accatpanied in sore way by the trappings (a delightfully anbiguous 

1-.Qrd) of a Western urrlerstanding of "the good life", and even Il'Ore 

insidiously, by this urrlerstanding itself. 

'Ihan this, I want to say there can be no doubt that poverty of 

soul is far Il'Ore to be lanented than poverty of purse; and whilst one 

might feel you can't abolish the fonrer without first abolishing the 

latter, t.'lere is in the first place no reason whatever to believe this 

true (with an exception I'll shortly note), and, in the seco00, the 

entire of spiritual traditions suggesting it false. We have 

noted the 1-.Qrds of Jesus and Hindu and Buddhist teaching on t.'le matter. 

We might rrerely in the context of this chapter further note that the 

terxlency to type-<:aste people (to use a deliberate pun) , socially, so 

that marks other than enlightenirent levels of genuine wisdan are used, 
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on the occasion, to assess jati, is always a nefarious tendency, since 

it precisely clouds the very facts we want clear, properly-to structure 

society. The pl1enatenon Sociologists study, and Hindus themselves 

often call "caste", is often, and in much, the product of this nefarious 

tendency. 

Naturally, this is no way speaks against the clear need often 

to al:olish poverty, when this arrounts to such as war on want. An 

exception to the above rule about material poverty not being the first · 

thing to attack - and t.c'-ris seems to rre the only clear exception - is 

clearly that of people so debilitated by poverty that's abject, as 

not even to be able sanely to disport themselves. Under these 

conditions - and I have the facts of malnutrition and starvation much 

in mind - it would of course be silly, even shaneful, to say that this 

is not the lack that IlUJSt first be rret . 

. though, fran these very extrare conditions, it seans 

to rre wholly debateable that one is doing another a good and not a 

very mixed-ill in giving material things, rather than aid in the ways 

of enlightened growing; that is to say, teaching of a helpful kind. 

For once one has spiritual wealth, all other fonns of poverty quite 

literally don't matter at all. Naturally, giving the latter is far 

!lOre diff:L-:ult than giving the foz:mer, which is rather easy, and in 

one way, rather undananding (for it rreans just giv'.rng things, and not 

oneself) ; and doubly difficult today, both because "things" are thought 

so i.np:)rtant, so that much harder to give aJNay, and because, what could 

be rreant by "enlightened growing" if not getting !lOre things of sare 

kind, is not an issue about which there is either rnuch agreerre.nt or, 

in the conscious hearts of many, 110re than passing interest. 
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Part of the Hindu venture, as of all true wisdan-systans, 

is to reckon this "passing interest" as of parancunt iJitx;lrt, and 

organize its teaching prograrme such that, not only is this said so, 

but the aid needed clearly to see Wrrj it should be so gets effected 

in this teaching. For the central teachings of Hinduism don't 

merely to tell you things whose grasp might make you m:>re clever. 

Far rather do they trY to do those things neant to make you, in 

everything, rrore wise. 

1. iti catviro Vaj rasiic.ili.i 

2. 'lbe words, which, it should be noted, are Arjuna's, not 

are these. 

"In family-slaying, perish 

the everlasting family-laws ; 

on loss of dhaona, the llihole family 

overcc:rtes also." (40) 

"Through adhaJ:ma IS overc:aning f 

the family's waren are defiled; 

through waren being defiled, o 
arises varna.-saNtara "mixing up")." (41) 

"Mingling leads to naraka indeed 

for family-slayers and for the family; 

far their pitaras fall 

because their offerings of and water are disrupted. " 
(42) 
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"By these of kula-killers 

which cause, 

are destroyed jati-<lha.tlMh, 

and eternal (43) 

'!he surface neaning of this is clear: that where the bonds binding 

the family together shatter, there is inteJ::marriage with families, 

not just of other castes but of other kinds, and so a failure to 

maintain that purity of nale-line needed to do the rites demanded 

by the pitaras (ancestors) in order to maintain their cosnic-

stabili ty, and hence the stableness of the COSI!Os in general, so 

that the laws govemin.g social-stability - - are shattered 

also. 

Beyond this, the I!Dre abstract, generally applicable neaning here, 

clearly is as I have given earlier: that where, through the 

advent of adhal:na, you inherit , there do you in 

consequence also inherit a breakdown of j ati-dhal:ma, or the l.a'llS 

governing jati. 

3. s. The Hindu view of Life, p. 73. 

4. See, Sankara, and the later tiny classic, 

Sadinanda, ved.inta.sara. 
5. Robert Lingat, '!he Classical Law of India, university of 

California Press, 1973; p.32. 

6. See, Bhagavadgita II:35, XVIII:47. 

7. See, II:I:20, and .Maitri VI:32. 

8. S<lliD damas tapa!;\ saucam 

J<santir drjavam eva ca 

jnanam vi jnanam astikyam 
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bralmlakaDna sva.b!lavajam - Bhagavadgit.i XVIII: 42 

9 . tejo dl:trtit: 

yuddhe c.i • py apa..liyanam 

&nam Iku-abllavas ca 

kat:ma svabhavajam - Bhagavadglt.i XVIII: 43 

10. 

k.a..tma 

5\idrasy.i 'pi svabll3vajarn - Bhatjavadgit.i XVIII: 44 
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